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 Embassy of D. P. R. Korea in Abuja, Nigeria 

24 April 2017 

=================================================================================== 

 

S. Korean Conservative Remnants' Moves  

for Confrontation Policy Denounced 

  

The Committee for the Peaceful Reunification of the Country of the DPRK 

issued a white paper Friday to reveal the criminal nature of the "north 

policy" of traitor Park Geun Hye and catastrophic consequences that ensued, 

and the nature of the desperate moves of the puppet conservative remnants 

to carry forward the policy for confrontation with the DPRK to the next 

regime. 

The white paper branded the south Korean puppet conservative regime's 

north policy as the hideous theory for confrontation between social systems, 

theory for war of aggression and theory of following outsiders. 

It went on: 

The policy pursued by Park Geun Hye has been hideous confrontation 

policy against the nation and peace and reunification peppered with hostility 

toward the fellow countrymen, greed for invasion of the north and 

sycophantic treachery. 

"Confidence-building process on Korean peninsula", theory of "maintaining 

principle" and theory of "great chance for reunification", etc. are theories for 

confrontation between social systems and sordid anti-reunification theories 

in distortion of the essence of the issue of the country's reunification. 

The essence of the "north policy" put up by traitor Park is based on the 

hideous theory of war against the north aimed to invade the DPRK by force 

in line with the U.S. 

Out of all the successive puppet rulers of south Korea, Park Geun Hye is 

the worst traitor as she has been hell-bent on sycophancy toward the U.S. 

and cooperation with outsiders to escalate confrontation with the fellow 

countrymen. 

The white paper disclosed how the puppet conservative group's policy for 

confrontation with the fellow countrymen pushed the north-south relations 

into a catastrophe. 

Park Geun Hye and the group of conservatives were not concerned about 

the improvement of the north-south relations, reunification and the destiny 

and future of the nation as they were obsessed by confrontational 
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conscience. 

During Park's office of four years, there has been no proper dialogue 

between the authorities of the north and the south, and hard-won contact 

and dialogue ended just in their first round. All the human and material 

exchanges between the north and the south have been stalled, and channel 

for communications blocked, pushing the north-south ties into the total 

stalemate in history. 

The Kaesong Industrial Park, product of the June 15 joint declaration and 

the last lifeline of north-south relations, was shut down. 

The traitor did not hesitate to push the north-south relations to extreme 

confrontation through unprecedented "human rights" racket. 

The white paper disclosed how the remnants of the puppet conservatives 

have gone desperate in their efforts to carry forward the confrontational 

policy to the next regime while clinging to it. 

They have gone desperate, being seized by extreme uneasiness as it is 

clear to them what fate they will meet for actively pursuing the policy for 

confrontation with the DPRK in case there opens the way for improving the 

north-south relations after progressive and democratic forces come to power. 

They are trying hard to defend and justify the traitor's confrontational 

policy, rally those supporting the conservatives and carry it forward to the 

next regime and thus check the total bankruptcy of the conservative group. 

The traitorous crime against reunification of the conservative remnants 

pushing the north-south relations into further catastrophe in violation of the 

nation's desire for reunification will be cursed and denounced by the whole 

nation. 

The white paper stressed that the group of traitors would meet only the 

most miserable ruin for going desperate to maintain Park's hideous policy for 

confrontation with the fellow countrymen. 

 


